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Easily Master Blues Rhythm GuitarThe Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar – Rhythm

gives you all the tools you need to play, understand and feel blues guitar rhythm guitar.Are you

struggling to play tight, grooving blues rhythm guitar?Do you want to master the chords, fills

and licks that will make you sound like a blues guitar pro? Are you stuck in a rut with your blues

guitar rhythm playing and want to reach the next level of creativity? Learn blues guitar, the

musical wayThe Complete Guide to Blues Rhythm guitar takes you on a journey from first

principles to complete mastery of blues guitar. On the way, you’ll learn about every important

blues guitar chord sequence, the 12 bar blues, the 8 bar blues and the 16 bar blues, plus a few

unexpected twists and turns you’ll encounter. You’ll master the basic guitar chords, right

through to some advanced substitutions and altered chord ideas that will add life and colour to

your groove. But being a blues rhythm guitar player isn’t just about chords… so you’ll also learn

plenty of blues guitar, licks fills and turnarounds to add to your playing to keep the blues

alive.Learn these essential blues rhythm guitar skillsThe structure and basic chords of the

bluesEssential blues guitar rhythms and playing approaches Open string riffs and “Chicago

Style” patterns. Advanced “drop 2” chords you can play all over the neck Blues Guitar Licks,

fills and turnarounds you can add to keep your playing fresh and exciting. Classic intros, outros

and blues turn arounds that lock in tightly with the grooveBonus Hear it! Download over 150

audio examples so you can hear the music in actionBonus The Complete guide to rhythmic

chord placement. Learn how less really can be moreEvery aspect of great blues guitar playing

is covered, and builds from first principles to more advanced approaches like approach chords,

shell chords and 'drop two' chord voicings. You will also learn classic turnaround progressions,

'non-standard' blues progressions and how to play with the appropriate stylistics. Hear the

blues in action Understanding music isn't just about reading books, so we’ve included over 150

professionally recorded audio examples so you can hear the music in action, plus, you can use

our backing tracks to master your blues guitar grooves. Often, guitarists tend to quickly plateau

when learning blues guitar. They get stuck with a limited range of riffs and ideas and quickly

get bored and stagnant in their rhythm playing. To prevent stagnation, every element of great,

grooving blues riffs is taught in bite-size chunks. By easily mastering the pieces, you will

quickly create interesting, creative rhythm guitar parts and fills with ease.Fundamental

Changes write the most popular blues guitar books on Ebook Tops.Blues Rhythm Guitar has

been an Ebook Tops best seller since its release. See the hundreds of positive reviews below!

Fundamental Changes has published over 100 music books, sold over 500,000 copies and

received over 5000 5* reviews. You know your guitar education is in safe hands with us.Buy it

now to begin your journey to rhythmic blues guitar excellence.
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SocialIntroductionWhat does it mean when someone says they play blues guitar?The sheer

variation in musical style within the genre of The Blues is almost immeasurable and it would be

impossible to cover everything in just one hundred pages.The roots of The Blues as a well-

documented musical style in popular culture are in the ‘spirituals’, ‘work songs’ and ‘field

hollers’ sung by African-Americans in the era of slavery, and in the years that followed

emancipation. As a result, The Blues is rich in African-American rhythm, harmony, melody and

phrasing. One of the most important melodic structures that retains a strong link to this time is

the performance of call and response, or ‘antiphony’, where a musical question is sung, and

then answered by different voices.Since the first recorded reference to The Blues (Antonio

Maggio's I Got The Blues in 1908), the musical form has grown, spread and evolved into many

different sub–genres. From early Delta blues, through to Texas blues and later contemporary

rock, virtually all the music we hear today owes its origin to The Blues.Chronologies of The

Blues are widely available and this is not the place for a history lesson (although Alan Lomax’s

Land Where The Blues Began (1993) is a good place to start). However, it is essential that

anyone wishing to study modern blues guitar understands the roots of the language.While the

following list of names may not be to your personal taste, please spend time listening to early

performances of The Blues. Some of the recordings are poor, and maybe don’t include a guitar,

but you should be able to identify elements in these early musical roots that influenced the

work of more contemporary guitarists, such as B.B. King, Stevie Ray Vaughan and Robben

Ford.I consider the music of the following early blues musicians to be essential listening:Bessie

SmithMa RaineyBig Bill BroonzyBlind Lemon JeffersonCharley PattonLeadbellyLonnie

JohnsonRobert JohnsonSon HouseAs guitar construction improved towards the 1950s, and as

guitarists became more proficient at solo lead guitar, many of the household names associated

with guitar-based blues found fame. Assisted by the public’s easier access to recorded music,

performers such as T-Bone Walker, John Lee Hooker, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf and B.B.

King helped shape the stylistic sound of guitar blues. Once again, any recordings by these

performers and others in the late 1940s – 1960s are essential listening.While these eras

helped to define the sound of blues guitar music, the late 1960s to 1980s were the period



during which the modern guitar blues style became the foundation of hard rock. Bands like The

Yardbirds and Led Zeppelin, featuring guitarists such as Jeff Beck, Eric Clapton and Jimmy

Page, drew influences from the Afro–American performers listed above, and forged blues into

the rock music we know today.Jimi Hendrix’s ground-breaking albums Are You Experienced

and Axis, Bold as Love in 1967, along with other albums by Beck, Clapton and Page, created

the illusion of the Guitar God in the minds of the public. It is significant that the musical

language of all four guitarists, and that of many others, was based heavily around the language

of the blues.In 1983, Stevie Ray Vaughan released Texas Flood, which has become a defining

example of the Texas Blues Guitar style.While this is far from a complete history of blues guitar,

and there are some notable omissions, I highly recommend Martin Scorsese’s masterpiece,

Martin Scorsese Presents: The Blues, a seven DVD box set of the most important blues figures

of the last hundred or so years to help you learn more about the roots and political struggle of

The Blues.With so much musical diversity in just this one genre, it’s hard to know where and

when to begin. There are however many topics that are required knowledge and applicable to

most styles of guitar blues.I’m writing this series of books to help break down the language

used in modern guitar blues from about 1950 onwards. This is by no means a chronological

study, and to make things manageable the series of books is divided into three parts.Book

One: Rhythm GuitarWhile there are relatively few blues chord structures, there are a multitude

of approaches we can take to embellish this standard harmony. We will also examine common

riff patterns and straight versus triplet feel rhythm guitar playing. You will learn the differences

between Major and Minor type blues progressions and many different chord voicings to use to

add great depth and interest to your playing.There are chapters dedicated to turnarounds,

open-string riffs and melodic fills (solo phrases) that help us move smoothly from one chord to

another.We go into considerable depth about how to play rhythm guitar with a singer or other

solo instrument, using sparse shell voicings or higher register drop 2 chords.We even study

some common non-12-bar blues forms such at the 8-, and 16-bar forms.The largest section of

Book One studies the rhythmic placement of chords. The aim is to open your ears to the

subtlety of when, not what you play in the bar. In both triplet (12/8) and even (4/4) time we look

at how to play on any subdivision of the beat so we can play with subtlety and finesse. You will

learn to drop chords into the groove wherever you wish and will learn that one small rhythmic

drop can be much more powerful than a whole bar of unfocused chordal filler.Chord extensions

are also tackled… Instead of playing just simple Major chords we will cover Dominant 7, 9 and

13 chords comprehensively, plus look at some great opportunities to use altered chords.All in

all, The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar - Part One aims to answer every common

question about blues rhythm guitar.This book deals with soloing in much, much more

detail.“Melodic Phrasing” is a new concept in blues guitar soloing: Instead of teaching you

hundreds of hard-to-remember blues licks, it teaches you to form your own unique vocabulary

from basic building blocks of time and rhythm. The focus is on moving away from lick-based

playing and developing your own spontaneous improvisation skills. In this way, you will develop

a unique voice on your instrument while mastering the elusive skills of blues guitar

phrasing.Covering, but quickly moving on from the essential ‘nuts and bolts’ of blues playing

(accurate bends, expressive vibrato and glissando), Melodic Phrasing looks in depth at the

rhythmic fragments that are at the source of every blues guitar line. By mastering and

combining these rhythms you instantly form your own unique blues guitar language, and

develop your own personal style.There are extensive chapters on note placement – how to play

what you want, exactly when you want. The possibilities become endless when we consider

music in this way. You will develop a whole new level of awareness of the subdivisions of the



beat and learn to twist the same licks into thousands of different, powerful phrases.Lick

displacement is also covered in minute detail… how to move the same line by 1/4, 1/8th or

even 1/16th notes to disguise its origins and make it sound fresh, new and personal. This is

one of the big secrets of blues guitar phrasing, especially when used across chord

changes.Much time is spent teaching you to organically develop any lick in a strong, musically

creative way. This kind of musical development is at the roots of all blues improvisation and is

imperative to developing your own musical voice.You will also master question and answer

phrasing and begin to use it as a vehicle to develop your own solos.“Beyond Pentatonics”

shows you how to break away from the Minor pentatonic soloing rut that many blues guitarists

quickly fall into.The first half of Beyond Pentatonics shows you how to target the most powerful

notes from each chord in a blues progression to deliver the greatest emotional effect.Every

chord change is covered in minute detail, with clear diagrams and dozens of great licks to

learn. You’ll quickly find yourself playing emotive, original solos that you never thought

possible.The second half of Beyond Pentatonics, gives you many possible scale choices for

each chords in the blues progression. Essential scale choices are given for the I, IV and V

chords, with theory and important concepts clearly explained.There are over 125 pieces of

authentic blues vocabulary, plus many tricks of the trade to help you incorporate these

compelling sounds into your solos.There is no better, more detailed book to teach you the

secrets of blues guitar soloing.These three books are now available in a compilation edition

from Ebook Tops.comListen carefully, take your time and above all, have fun!JosephGet the

AudioThe audio files for this book are available to download for free from and the link is in the

top right corner. Simply select this book title from the drop-down menu and follow the

instructions to get the audio.We recommend that you download the files directly to your

computer, not to your tablet, and extract them there before adding them to your media library.

You can then put them on your tablet, iPod or burn them to CD. On the download page there is

a help PDF and we also provide technical support via the contact form.Tag us for a share on

Instagram: FundamentalChangesKindle / eReadersTo get the most out of this book, remember

that you can double tap any image to enlarge it. Turn off ‘column viewing’ and hold your kindle

in landscape mode.Chapter One - The Basic 12-bar Blues StructureAs much as it is a cliché

and the starting point for a million guitarists, the standard 12-bar blues progression is essential

knowledge for any guitar player. It is the basis of countless songs, and has been in the

musician’s repertoire for longer than living memory.We will begin by looking at the most

common 12-bar blues form before looking at common alterations, additions, and riffs.While it is

hopefully obvious, the form we are studying is named the 12-bar blues because as a musical

structure it is 12-bars long. In its most basic form, it contains just three chords and all of them

are taken from the Major scale that you may already know. These chords are formed on the

first, fourth and fifth degrees (notes) of the Major scale.For example, in the key of A Major:A B

C# D E F# G#We use the chords A Major, D Major and E Major.The degrees of a scale are

always described by Roman numerals:1 = I4 = IV5 = VSo, in the key of A Major:A = ID = IV

andE = VWhen we use Roman numerals to describe scale tones it doesn’t matter which key

we are in, we can always use them to explain the relationships between chords. In a sense, it is

musical algebra because we describe the relationships between chords rather than the chords

themselves.In modern Western music (especially pop, rock and blues), chords I, IV and V are

the most commonly used chords in all songs.The simplest 12-bar blues progression uses just

chords I, IV and V. While it might not be the most exciting rendition of The Blues that you ever

hear, it is important to know the foundations of the progression before launching into the many

possible variations.Study the following chord chart. I have shown both the letter names and the



Roman numeral description of each chord, along with an open position chord voicing so you

can play along with the audio example.Example 1a:Broadly speaking, there are two main

musical feels used in blues rhythm: straight (or even) feel and the swing (or triplet) feel. The

triplet feel is more common and can be heard in famous blues tunes such as Stormy Monday

(T-Bone Walker), Blues Power (Albert King), or Five Long Years (Buddy Guy).The straight

blues feel is important and used in many songs, such as Scuttle Buttin’ (Stevie Ray Vaughan),

Messin’ with the Kid (Buddy Guy) and Crying at Daybreak (Howlin’ Wolf). It is more common in

rock and pop songs than in what a traditionalist might consider to be true blues. However, the

straight blues is an easier place to start.The first exercise is to play the correct chords just on

beat 1 and beat 3.If you don’t understand the notation, listen to the audio examples and try to

play along with the recorded versions.The audio files for this book are available to download for

free from and the link is in the top right corner. Simply select this title from the drop-down menu

and follow the instructions to get the audio.Example 1b:The next exercise is to strum on just

beats 2 and 4 as shown in example 1c:Finally, try adding a bit of a groove to the rhythm guitar

by playing on one of the off-beats (half way between the main pulses). Listen to the audio track

if you’re not sure of how this rhythm sounds. In the following example play on beat 1, beat 2

and the off-beat of beat 4. (4&).Example 1d:Examples 1a-1d are all examples of a straight

blues feel. Each beat is divided evenly into two equal halves and this musical feel is found often

in rock and pop music. You can count “1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and” throughout the

progression.We will look at more ways to subdivide the bar and free up your playing in Chapter

Seven, but for now keep jamming along with Backing Track 1 and see if you can find more

places to hit the chords. Be led by the groove of the Backing Track and use the bass and

drums to guide you.The Triplet BluesThe triplet blues has a more laidback, lazy feel at slow

tempos although it can get quite bouncy when we speed things up. Each of the four main beats

in the bar is divided into three even subdivisions giving a total of twelve quavers (1/8th notes)

in a bar. This is what the time signature at the start of the following bar of music means: Twelve

1/8th notes in the bar. It is musical convention to group them into threes.A bar of 12/8 looks like

this:There are plenty of ways to divide a bar of 12/8 and we will explore these in Chapter Eight,

but for now let’s stick with some of the more popular grooves.We can still play on beats 1 and

3.Example 1e:Listen to example 1e before you play it. The rhythmic feel is a bit bouncier so you

might find it a little harder to place the chord accurately. Even though you’re still playing on

beats 1 and 3, the musical feel is very different. This triplet feel is common in blues and

R&B.Now play on just beats 2 and 4.Example 2f:The final 12/8 example (for now) teaches you

to play on the first and third 1/8th note of each beat. This is one of the most important basic

blues rhythm patterns. As always, listen carefully to the audio examples to help you lock in with

the musical feel.Example 1g:In terms of playing technique, it can be a great help to rest your

strumming hand lightly on the strings to produce a muted, choppy sound. This will help to

articulate the chords more clearly. You may also wish to let the first note of every beat ring

slightly longer to create a less aggressive sound.Example 1h:
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of Blues Guitar (Learn How to Play Blues Guitar), The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar

- Book Two: Lead Guitar Melodic Phrasing (Play Blues Guitar 2), The Complete Guide to

Playing Blues Guitar Part One - Rhythm Guitar: Master Blues Rhythm Guitar Playing (Play

Blues Guitar Book 1), The Complete Guide to Playing Blues Guitar Compilation: Includes
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Three Blues Guitar Books - Blues Rhythm Guitar, Blues Guitar Melodic Phrasing and Blues ...

(Learn How to Play Blues Guitar), 100 Classic Blues Licks for Guitar: Learn 100 Blues Guitar

Licks In The Style Of The World’s 20 Greatest Players (Learn How to Play Blues Guitar), The

Caged System and 100 Licks for Blues Guitar: Complete With 1 hour of Audio Examples:

Learnt to Play The Blues Your Way (Play Blues Guitar Book 5), Fingerstyle Blues Guitar:

Master Acoustic Blues Guitar Fingerpicking and Soloing (Learn How to Play Blues Guitar), 300

Blues, Rock and Jazz Licks for Guitar: Learn 300 Classic Guitar Licks In The Style Of The

World’s 60 Greatest Players (Learn How to Play Blues Guitar), The Complete Guide to Playing

Blues Guitar - Book Three: Beyond Pentatonics (Play Blues Guitar 3), Blues Soloing Maps:

Playing the Changes, Guitar Scales: Minor Pentatonic Soloing Connections: Learn to Solo with

the Minor Pentatonic Scale Across the Entire Fretboard (Learn Guitar Theory and Technique),

Beyond Rhythm Guitar: Riffs, Licks and Fills: Build Riffs, Fills & Solos around the most

Important Chord Shapes in Rock & Blues guitar (Learn How to Play Rock Guitar), Guitar: How

to Memorize the Fretboard: Quickly and Easily Learn the Notes on the Guitar Neck (Beginner

Guitar Books), The First 100 Picking Patterns for Guitar: The Beginner’s Guide to Perfect

Fingerpicking on Guitar (Beginner Guitar Books), Blues Guitar For Dummies, Blues You Can

Use: A Complete Guide to Learning Blues Guitar, Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales: Quickly

Learn Pentatonic Scale Theory & Master Essential Licks and Exercises (Beginner Guitar

Books), 100 Essential Blues Guitar Intros: Learn 100 Classic Intro Licks in the Style of the

Blues Guitar Greats (Learn How to Play Blues Guitar)

Michael S., “Great book I am making progress at last!. I retired this year and learn to play the

Blues Guitar was on the top of my to do list. I have been messing around with trying to learn to

play the guitar for over 40 years. I have tried private lessons, books and videos but nothing has

ever really clicked for me. After giving it a go I usually give up in frustration and my guitar

returns to the deep recesses of my closet waiting for the next time I get inspired.I started by

digging out my old materials and started watching lessons on YouTube. Although this was

helpful I soon discovered that I had no real direction and was not sure that I was progressing.

So I decided to look for a book series that would give me a framework or curriculum to work

with. After a lot of research I found this book and have been using it for two weeks. I can say

that I have made more progress in this time than I have ever made in my past attempts. The

lessons are easy to understand and build in a very logical order. They get to the point and get

you playing right away. The audio and backing tracks make the lessons fun and challenging. I

look forward to practicing every day and believe I have finally found a book that will help me

reach my guitar goals.”

LJ, “Reviews were on the money. I purchased the book solely on the weight of the positive

reviews on Amazon and I wasn’t disappointed, so it gets a five star from me. I’m only an

average player who picks up a guitar once or twice a week, but I found so much information

and helpful guidance in this book, that my guitar has been strung over my shoulder nearly

every day since I got the book and I love the audio files that go along with it, it really helps me

get into the swing of things and have fun. Excellent source and there’s more than enough in

this one to explore his other books when I’m done too. Great value. Thank you.”

Northshorecajun, “Kindle format and Audio samples are great!. I bought the Kindle edition

based on the many great reviews of this and other Fundamental Changes books. I'm only into



the first chapter, but this book has made an immediate improvement in my blues rhythm

playing. I look foward to progressing through the rest of this series. The Kindle edition is very

functional, unlike other music books that I have tried in that format. The audio samples can be

downloaded from their website, unzipped on a computer. And transfered to your smartphone or

tablet. Having the audio samples is great for hearing what each example should sound like.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This is where to start. I bought the first three volumes of this series, and

figured I'd review this one since it's the most likely one someone would purchase first. I've

been playing just about anything with strings for more decades than I'd like to think about, and I

own hundreds of technical music books. I'm always looking for interesting approaches,

different ways of looking at theory and application, and, especially pertinent regarding Mr.

Alexander's works, the most efficient ways to teach. So here it is: if you're a relative novice

looking to play blues or rock, you'll be wasting a lot of time if you buy any other book.'Complete

Guide' bypasses everything you don't need to know (you can waste years on that stuff), and

provides a comprehensive, standard, easily applied method of learning rhythm and lead for

blues, which is the basis of rock and much of jazz. With a bit of effort, you'll get to the point

that you can play with others faster using Mr. Alexander's method much more quickly than if

you'd gone to music school or tried another approach. The sound files are very helpful, later

books in this series seamlessly build on the material presented here, and if you want to later

try any of the Jazz or 'modern guitar' material, you'll be treading comfortably familiar ground.I'd

thought it had all been written, and than nobody could add much to the genre. I was wrong.

Buy this one, you'll be glad you did.”

William Pursell, “Good material, very well presented. This is an incredibly well written, accurate

series. Every system includes tab and score, so if you know how to read music you don't have

to try to decipher meaning from the tabulature, but if you want to just read tabs you can. This

may seem a silly detail, but when I first started learning guitar I remember being confused by

the usage of the word "seventh". When I first heard guitar players say "7th chord", I just

assumed they meant "major 7th". It's a silly thing to be confused by, and easily clarified, but I

notice that Mr. Alexander makes the effort to consistently refer to the chord as "dominant 7th".

Standard notation (eg "A7") persists in the music, but in the text the chord is always referred to

as "dominant 7th". Perhaps not a big deal, but details like this smooth out the bumps in the

road.”

Mageebrian, “Great platform to build on. Having spent roughly ten years rearing a family I

finally found myself returning to playing guitar. I am completely self taught having learnt

through dissecting other people’s songs and by ear. These blues introduction texts along with

the caged system for guitar offered me a springboard to actually learn and understand the

guitar in ways that I which had of been open to me 25 yrs ago. As Joseph hints at in his books

in order to learn how to speak we must learn to imitated the sounds of those around us until we

find our own voice. We this series of books certainly helped with that. They are a well

structured guide providing relevant and useful licks and patterns that help provide the building

blocks for solo playing with a blues foundation. Highly recommend to anyone looking for a

structured introduction to blues guitar.”

MR AJ SMITH, “Great content, worth the money.. I have had guitar lessons for a few years and

progressed well, I didn’t really know much of the basis for playing though... a house move a no

tutor led me to getting this book... I like rock and blues so thought this would be a good



start.Loads of good info, the backing tracks for playing are a great plus - never thought I’d jam

with a band!The lessons are manageable and backed up with some online video clips, again

helped in bits I didn’t understand.Overall a great product and also a massive choice to suit all

tastes - already got my order in for the others in the series on my Xmas list! ”

The book by Joseph Alexander has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 663 people have provided

feedback.
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